
Roza Anzhel, Ester Galvy, Rebeka Varsano 

Here we are - the three sisters, from front to back Stela [Ester], Rebeka and I. We were together on
holiday in the town of Primorsk on the Black Sea coast. Stela was already a widow; Rebeka was
divorced from her husband Vladimir Naydenov. The only man who was with us was my husband
Leon - Larry, and we didn't part with him at all. I remember that we had a wonderful holiday. We
felt very happy that we were together - the three sisters. We love each other very much and are
always in harmony. The photo was probably taken in the 1980s.

My sister Ester or Stela Galvy, nee Varsano, was born in 1926 in Sofia. The fact that we were
almost the same age made us very close because of the common problems we used to have. She
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was my first confidante who would often defend me in front of our mother. Stela finished the
preliminary classes and the first, second and third grade at the Jewish school and the Jewish
elementary school as well. After 9th September she started going to evening classes, but then she
got married, the children came and she didn't complete her education. She worked as a
seamstress. She got married in 1948 to my husband Leon Anzhel's friend, Aron Galvy. They have
two daughters, Olga and Galya. At present Stela lives in Israel. She left twelve years ago, in 1994.

Rebeka or Beka Varsano was the youngest and she had the most independent way of development
irrespectively of the fact that we have always been united. She finished the first, second and third
grades at the Jewish school, which was in one and the same yard with the synagogue in the
framework formed by the streets Osogovo, Bregalnitsa and Positano. After that we were interned to
Vratsa. The classes in the school were discontinued. On returning to Sofia, she finished the Jewish
school but after 9th September there was a completely new curriculum and in practice it resembled
a Bulgarian school. After the Jewish elementary school she finished the Third High School for Girls
and after that studied medicine.

My sister worked as a doctor in the medical center ISUL. She married the Bulgarian Vladimir
Naydenov despite the resistance from our parents - they opposed this marriage not because he
was Bulgarian, but because he was an actor. Later she divorced him. They have one daughter,
Albena. In 1994 Rebeka left for Israel and lived there for ten years but then came back to Bulgaria
and now she lives with her daughter Albena.
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